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1 Introduction
Search & Copy (S&C, Nevins, 2010; Mailhot & Reiss, 2007; Samuels, 2009a,b) is a procedural model
of vowel harmony in which underspecified vowels trigger searches for targets that provide them with
features. In this paper, we seek to relate the S&C formalism with models of phonological locality proposed
by recent work in the subregular program (Heinz, 2018; Chandlee, 2014; Chandlee et al., 2015; Hao &
Andersson, 2019; Hao & Bowers, 2019). Our goal is to provide a formal description, within the framework
of mathematical linguistics, of the range of possible phonological transformations that admit an analysis
within S&C. In particular, we do not propose an analysis of any particular linguistic phenomenon; instead,
the present study should be viewed as an analysis of the S&C formalism itself. Our analysis allows S&C to
be compared with other formalisms in terms of their expressive power, and identifies conditions under which
S&C descriptions of vowel harmony and other phenomena may be incorporated into software systems for
phonological processing based on finite-state techniques (see Beesley & Karttunen, 2003).
The contributions of this paper to the study of S&C and subregular phonology are as follows. We show
that used in its unidirectional mode, all transformations described by an S&C analysis can be modeled by tier-
based input strictly local functions (TISL, Chandlee, 2014; Hao & Andersson, 2019). This result improves
the previous result of Gainor et al. (2012), which showed that vowel harmony processes can be modeled
by subsequential functions. However, non-TISL transformations can be given S&C descriptions in the
following ways. Firstly, since TISL functions are not closed under composition (Sakarovitch, 2009; Chandlee
et al., 2018), a non-TISL vowel harmony pattern may be obtained by applying two S&C rules sequentially.
Secondly, when S&C is used in its bidirectional mode, it has the ability to describe transformations that
cannot be modeled by finite-state functions.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review basic background on the phenomenon
of vowel harmony, and in Section 3 we describe the S&C framework as it is formulated by Mailhot & Reiss
(2007). Section 4 introduces the finite-state, subsequential, and TISL function classes, and Section 5 shows
how these formal constructs can be used to give an efficient implementation of S&C. 6 show how our main
result of Section 5 does not hold for bidirectional processes or for the composition of multiple processes.
Section 7 concludes.
2 Vowel Harmony
Vowel harmony is a commonly attested process in which certain features of vowels take on values that
match those of nearby vowels. A well-known example of vowel harmony, from Turkish, is illustrated in (1).
The plural suffix consists of two allomorphs, -lar and -ler, whose distribution is determined by the features
of the last vowel in the nominal root. When the last vowel is [+BACK], the suffix surfaces as -lar; otherwise,
it surfaces as -ler. A similar descriptive generalization governs the distribution of the locative suffix -a/-e.
(1) Backness Harmony in Turkish
‘house’ ‘horse’ ‘address’
SG /ev/ [ev] /at/ [at] /adres/ [adres]
PL /ev-lAr/ [ev-ler] /at-lAr/ [atlar] /adres-lAr/ [adres-ler]
PL.LOC /ev-lAr-A/ [ev-ler-e] /at-lAr-A/ [at-lar-a] /adres-lAr-A/ [adres-ler-e]
The alternating vowel in the two suffixes is typically viewed as a feature bundle [◦BACK,−HIGH,−ROUND],
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here denoted A, which is underspecified for backness in its underlying form. When these two suffixes combine
with a stem, they receive values for [±back] from the nearest preceding vowel.
Using terminology from Nevins (2010), a traditional analysis for vowel harmony assumes a donor-based
view of the process, in which features spread from a fully-specified vowel (the donor) to underspecified
vowels (recipients). In (1), the rightmost root vowel is a donor of backness features, while the As in the
two suffixes are recipients of backness features. According to the donor-based view, vowel harmony is
characterized by three properties.
(2) Properties of Vowel Harmony
a. Donor–Recipient Asymmetry: Donors lexically bear the features that are being harmonized,
while recipients are lexically underspecified for those features.
b. Directionality: Individual vowel harmony processes can specify that features must be spread to
the left, to the right, or in both directions.
c. Long-Distance Dependency: There is no principled upper bound on the distance between a
donor and a recipient.
These three properties are naturally captured by rule-based analyses of vowel harmony. These analyses
utilize either simultaneous or iterative rules, which can operate over sequences of segments or autosegmental
structures. Examples of such rules for the backness harmony process in (1) are given in (3).
(3) Rule-Based Analyses of Turkish Backness Harmony
a. Iterative Rule
A→ [αBACK] / [αBACK]C∗
b. Simultaneous Rule
A→ [αBACK] / [αBACK]{C,A}∗
In an iterative analysis, a rule is applied repeatedly, changing one segment of the underlying form at a time.
At each iteration, the rule operates over the output of its previous iteration. In our running example, an
iterative analysis of the backness harmony process in (1) is given by rule (3a), which states that an A must
take on the feature value [αBACK] whenever it is preceded by an [αBACK] vowel followed by a sequence
of consonants (the notation C∗ denotes a sequence of consonants of arbitrary length). The derivation of the
plural locative forms using (3a) are shown in (4) below. Consider the form [ev-ler-e] ‘to the houses.’ We
assume for simplicity that (3a) is not sensitive to morpheme boundaries. First, since the A in -lAr is preceded
in the underlying form by the [−BACK] vowel e and the consonant sequence vl, (3a) assigns [−BACK] features
to A, yielding e. Next, the A in -A is now preceded by the [−BACK] vowel e in -ler along with the consonant
r, so (3a) assigns [−BACK] features to this A as well, yielding the surface form ev-ler-e.
(4) Iterative Analysis of (1) using (3a)
‘to the houses’ ‘to the horses’ ‘to the addresses’
Underlying Form /ev-lAr-A/ /at-lAr-A/ /adres-lAr-A/
Harmony ev-ler-A at-lar-A adres-ler-A
Harmony [ev-ler-e] [at-lar-a] [adres-ler-e]
On the other hand, a simultaneous analysis assumes that the rule is applied simultaneously to all underlying
segments that occur in the appropriate environment. The simultaneous rule (3b), for example, states that
an A adopts [αBACK] features whenever it is preceded by an [αBACK] vowel and an arbitrary sequence of
consonants and As. Using the simultaneous rule, the mapping /ev-lAr-A/→ [ev-ler-e] is derived as follows.
As in the iterative analysis, since the A in -lAr is preceded by the [−BACK] vowel e and the consonant
sequence vl, (3b) assigns [−BACK] features to A, yielding e. Next, since the A in -A is preceded by the e in
the root ev along with the sequence vlAr, (3b) changes this A to e as well. This derivation is illustrated in (5).
(5) Simultaneous Analysis of (1) using (3b)
‘to the houses’ ‘to the horses’ ‘to the addresses’
Underlying Form /ev-lAr-A/ /at-lAr-A/ /adres-lAr-A/
Harmony [ev-ler-e] [at-lar-a] [adres-ler-e]
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3 Search & Copy
In contrast to the donor-based view, S&C takes a recipient-based approach to vowel harmony, which
is argued by Nevins (2005) and others to be computationally different from the donor-based view. S&C
replaces the iterative and simultaneous rules of (3) with a search operation. Under the recipient-based view,
underspecified segments search for a target that matches a given feature specification. If a target is found,
it serves as a donor, copying its features to the recipient that triggered the search. SEARCH and COPY are
defined by Mailhot & Reiss (2007) as two operations, described by rules of the following form.
(6) a. SEARCH: From a recipient ς matching feature specification R, search in the direction δ for a
target γ matching feature specification F. If such a target exists, the target γ found by the search
is the nearest eligible segment to ς in the direction δ.
b. COPY: From a target γ, copy the values for the features G to the recipient ς if γ matches the
feature specification C.
To illustrate, the backness harmony process in (1) can be analyzed by the following S&C rules.
(7) S&C Analysis of Turkish Backness Harmony
a. From A, SEARCH left for a target matching the feature specification [±BACK].
b. From γ, COPY [αBACK] to A.
Thus, the mapping /ev-lAr-A/→ [ev-ler-e] is derived as follows. First, the A in -lAr searches for a [±BACK]
vowel using (7a), and identifies the e in ev. The e’s [−BACK] feature is copied to the A using (7b), yielding
e. Next, the A in -A searches for a [±BACK] vowel using (7a), and identifies the e in -ler. The e’s [−BACK]
feature is copied to the A using (7b), yielding e. Like the rule-based analyses, S&C can be applied iteratively
(e.g., Samuels, 2009b) or simultaneously (e.g., Samuels, 2011). The derivation we have described is iterative.
In a simultaneous analysis, the target of the second A’s search is the root vowel e from ev rather than the the
e in -ler.
4 Subregular Computation
We have now reviewed relevant background on vowel harmony and on S&C. In this section, we introduce
the framework under which we analyze the S&C formalism. In subregular phonology and in mathematical
linguistics more generally, phonological transformations are modeled as functions that take a string as input
and produce another string as output. These strings are usually interpreted as sequences of phonemes or other
atomic symbols such as prosodic markings or morphological boundary markers. The input to the function
is the underlying form of a word, while the output of the function is the surface form or intermediate form
produced by the transformation. Under this framework, we formalize vowel harmony processes as functions
whose inputs are sequences of phonemes, some of which may be underspecified for certain features, and
whose outputs are sequences of phonemes that are all fully specified for all possible features. In the following
subsections, we show how this framework can be applied to vowel harmony, and we describe various classes
of functions that have been used to describe different kinds of phonological phenomena.
4.1 Vowel Harmony as a String-to-String Function To illustrate our framework, let us return to the
backness harmony process of (1). This process is modeled as a function that takes an input, which may
contain one or more instances of A, and changes all As to either a or e.1 A simple algorithm implementing
this vowel harmony function is given in (8).
(8) Algorithm for Turkish Backness Harmony
Input: An underlying form x = x1x2 . . . xn.
Output: A surface form y = y1y2 . . . yn.
a. Initialize a variable f to the value [◦BACK].
b. For each i from 1 to n:
1 Technically, A may still surface as an underspecified vowel if the root as no vowels. We do not address this issue here,
since it is not relevant to the present discussion.
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i. If xi is specified for [±BACK] and has a feature value [αBACK], set f to be [αBACK] and set
yi to be xi.
ii. If xi is not specified for [±BACK], set yi to be a segment with the features of xi along with
the feature value f .
c. Return y1y2 . . . yn as output.
The algorithm reads the underlying form from left to right, one segment at a time, and constructs the surface
form incrementally as it does so. Throughout the computation, the algorithm maintains a variable f , which
records the backness feature of the most recently seen vowel that is specified for [±BACK]. Whenever an A
is seen, it is assigned the feature value recorded in the variable f . For example, the mapping /ev-lAr-A/→
[ev-ler-e] is executed by (8) as follows. First, upon seeing e, the algorithm sets the value of the variable f to
[−BACK]. When the algorithm reaches the first A, the value of f is still [−BACK], so the A is assigned the
[−BACK] feature, yielding e. When the algorithm reaches the second A, the value of f is still [−BACK], so
this A also becomes e in the output. This computation is illustrated in table (9), which shows the values of xi,
f , and yi at each point in the computation.
(9) Computation of /ev-lAr-A/→ [ev-ler-e] using (8)
i xi f yi
[◦BACK]
1 e [−BACK] e
2 v [−BACK] v
3 l [−BACK] l
4 A [−BACK] e
5 r [−BACK] r
6 A [−BACK] e
4.2 Finite-State Functions The algorithm (8) has several interesting computational properties.
(10) Properties of Algorithm (8)
a. Streaming: The algorithm reads its input exactly once, one segment at a time. After the last
segment is read, it is not allowed to read any part of the input again.
b. Finite-Stateness: The variables maintained in the algorithm’s memory (the state of the
algorithm) can only take on values from a finite set of possibilities. In this case, those possibilities
are [◦BACK], [+BACK], and [−BACK].
c. Determinism: At each point during the computation, the algorithm’s behavior is completely
determined by its state and the identity of the current input segment being read. In particular,
the algorithm cannot maintain a set of possible output forms, to be pruned at a later point in the
computation.
Functions implemented by algorithms that satisfy the streaming and finite-stateness conditions are known as
finite-state functions (Kaplan & Kay, 1994). If the algorithm additionally satisfies the determinism condition,
then we say that the function is subsequential (Raney, 1958; Schu¨tzenberger, 1977). Since the algorithm (8)
satisfies all three criteria, the Turkish backness harmony process is subsequential.
Subsequential functions can be depicted visually using state diagrams, such as the one shown in Figure
1. A state diagram consists of a collection of labeled circles, connected to one another by labeled arrows.
Each circle represents a possible configuration of the algorithm’s state. In Figure 1, the three circles represent
the three possible values of the variable f . Each arrow represents how the algorithm’s state might change.
For example, the arrow
[◦BK] V[+BK]:V−−−−−→ [+BK]
means that if f = [◦BACK] and xi is a vowel V carrying the feature [+BACK], then f changes to [+BK], and
yi = V is added to the output. Similarly, the arrow
[+BK]
V[+BK]:V, A:e−−−−−−−−→ [+BK]
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[◦BK]start
[+BK]
[−BK]C:C, A:A
V[+BK]:V
V[−BK]:V
V[+BK]:V, A:e
V[−BK]:V
V[−BK]:V, A:a
V[+BK]:V
Figure 1: A state diagram for (8).
means that if f = [+BACK] and xi is either A or a vowel V[+BACK], then the variable f is unchanged. If
xi = A, then yi = e is added to the output, and otherwise, yi = xi is added to the output.
In terms of state diagrams, the finite-stateness criterion may be formally defined as the requirement that
the state diagram contains finitely many circles. The determinism criterion may be defined as the requirement
that the state diagram cannot contain two arrows of the form q
...x:y...−−−−→ r and q ...x:z...−−−−→ s such that r 6=
s. Gainor et al. (2012) have shown that, within this framework, all unidirectional vowel harmony patterns
patterns appearing in the typology of Nevins (2010) can be modeled by subsequential functions. Bidirectional
patterns, however, cannot be modeled by subsequential functions. Intuitively, this is because the streaming
criterion requires that subsequential algorithms read the input string in a single direction, and not in both
directions at the same time. Heinz & Lai (2013) have proposed that such processes should be viewed as the
composition of a subsequential function with a right-subsequential function, which is a function computed
by a subsequential algorithm that reads the input from right to left. Functions that can be decomposed in
this way are known as weakly deterministic functions. Patterns requiring the extra expressivity of weakly
deterministic functions are limited to stem-controlled harmony.
4.3 Locality and Tiers Finite-state and subsequential functions have enjoyed substantial interest in
computational phonology for two reasons. Firstly, finite-state algorithms are computationally efficient,
and finite-state functions can be composed with one another, allowing for modular grammar engineering.
Secondly, finite-state functions have wide empirical coverage of phonological phenomena. Kaplan & Kay
(1994) have shown that the application of SPE-style rules can be implemented using finite-state algorithms,
meaning that all phonological transformations admitting a rule-based analysis can be modeled by finite-state
functions.2
Despite the computational simplicity of finite-state and subsequential functions, Heinz (2010) and
Chandlee (2014) have proposed additional restrictions on the form of phonological algorithms in the interest
of facilitating learnability in the paradigm of Gold (1967) as well as providing detailed descriptions of
phonological typology in terms of computational properties. The first of these is based on the local languages
of McNaughton & Papert (1971) and the local functions of Vaysse (1986).
(11) Strict Locality: At each point during the computation, the state of the algorithm can only record the
identities of the previous input segments xi−1, xi−2, . . . , xi−k, for some k ≥ 0.
When a function is computed by a subsequential algorithm that additionally obeys the strict locality criterion
for a particular value of k, we say that the function is (k + 1)-input strictly local ((k + 1)-ISL, Chandlee,
2014). The strict locality criterion formalizes the intuitive notion of locality: phonological alternations can
only depend on nearby segments of the input. In order to allow for longer-distance dependencies, Heinz et al.
2 A notable exceptions to finite-stateness is reduplication (Culy, 1985; Roark & Sproat, 2007; Dolatian & Heinz, 2018,
2019).
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(2011) have proposed a relaxation of the strict locality criterion that incorporates the notion of phonological
tiers.
(12) Tier-Based Strict Locality: The state of the algorithm can only record the identities of the k previous
input segments that belong to a special set of segments T , for some k ≥ 0 and for some set T .
Functions computed by subsequential algorithms obeying the tier-based strict locality criterion are known as
(k + 1)-input tier-based strictly local functions ((k + 1)-TISL, Hao & Andersson, 2019; Hao & Bowers,
2019). Intuitively, the set T represents a phonological tier, and transformations modeled by TISL functions
enforce dependencies defined over a phonological tier.3
4.4 Tier-Based Strict Locality in Vowel Harmony Observe that algorithm (8) can easily be reformu-
lated to meet the tier-based strict locality criterion. In (8), the variable f is recording the backness feature
of the most recent fully-specified vowel in the underlying form. The same information can be obtained
by recording the identity of the most recent fully-specified vowel instead of its backness feature. In the
computation of (9), the values of f would then be ∅ and e instead of [◦BACK] and [−BACK], respectively.
Since only the most recent fully-specified vowel needs to be remembered, the parameter k in the tier-based
strict locality criterion has a value of 1, and the tier parameter T is the set of fully-specified vowels. Thus,
the Turkish backness harmony process is 2-TISL.
5 Search & Copy as a Tier-Based Input Strictly Local Function
In the previous section, we saw how the backness harmony process of Turkish can be viewed as a 2-TISL
function. In this section we extend the algorithm (8) to vowel harmony processes in general by proposing a
schema to implement the SEARCH and COPY operations using algorithms of this form. We focus here on
implementing S&C analyses consisting of a single SEARCH rule followed by a single COPY rule.
The description (6) of S&C suggests the following naı¨ve algorithm for S&C.4
(13) Naı¨ve Algorithm for S&C
Input: An underlying form x = x1x2 . . . xn.
Output: A surface form y = y1y2 . . . yn.
Parameters: The directionality parameter δ = ±1; feature specifications R, F, C, and G.
a. For each i from 1 to n:
i. If xi matches the feature specification R:
• For each j from 1 to i− 1:
– If xi+δj does not match the feature specification F, continue to the next iteration of
this loop.
– If xi+δj matches the feature specification C, set yi to be a segment with the feature
values of G matching those of xi+δj , along with the features of xi.
– Break out of this loop.
ii. Otherwise, set yi to be xi.
b. Return y1y2 . . . yn as output.
3 Since Heinz et al. (2011), there has been a substantial amount of work in showing how the tier-based strictly
local criterion can model linguistic phenomena. Tier-based formalisms have mostly been used to model long-distance
processes, such as consonant harmony (McMullin, 2016; McMullin & Hansson, 2016), vowel harmony (Akse¨nova &
Deshmukh, 2018; Mayer & Major, 2018), morphotactics (Akse¨nova et al., 2016), and stress (Hao & Andersson, 2019).
Additionally, learnability studies have produced a variety of grammatical inference algorithms for tier-based formalisms
(Jardine, 2016; Jardine & Heinz, 2016; Jardine & McMullin, 2017), as well as artificial learning experiments supporting
the relevance of tier-based formalisms for cognition (McMullin & Hansson, 2019). Various extensions or refinements
to tier-based formalisms have been proposed to handle diverse types of locality domains and blockers over phonological
(Graf, 2017; Graf & Mayer, 2018; De Santo, 2018; De Santo & Graf, 2019; Karakas¸, 2020), prosodic (Baek, 2018; Hao,
2020), and morphological structures (Akse¨nova & De Santo, 2018; Moradi et al., 2019). These extensions have some
learnability results (McMullin et al., 2019; Burness & McMullin, 2019).
4 The algorithms stated in this section implement S&C in the simultaneous mode. The algorithms for the iterative mode
can be obtained by replacing xi with yi in the appropriate places.
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The conditional block (13a-i) implements the SEARCH operation, which is triggered when xi matches the
triggering feature specification R. When δ = 1, xi+δj occurs to the right of xi, and when δ = −1, xi+δj
occurs to the left of xi. The search continues until xi+δj matches the termination criterion F. If xi+δj matches
the copy criterion C, then the feature values for G of xi+δj are copied to the output yi. While this algorithm
captures the SEARCH and COPY procedures defined by Mailhot & Reiss (2007), notice that it violates the
streaming criterion of finite-state algorithms. Whereas streaming requires that the algorithm read the input
only once, the search operations triggered by underspecified vowels cause previous input segments to be re-
read when δ = −1. When δ = 1, the segments after a recipient are read for the first time when the SEARCH
is triggered, and they are re-read after the SEARCH has terminated, when the algorithm continues the outer
loop that looks for triggers. Thus, the naı¨ve algorithm for S&C is not a finite-state algorithm.5
In order to implement S&C in a streaming manner, we need to ensure that triggering a search does not
result in re-reading symbols. To do this, we exploit the fact that the target of a SEARCH is always the nearest
eligible segment to the trigger. Let us first assume that δ = −1, so that searches are conducted from right
to left. While reading an input sequence from left to right, when the algorithm encounters a segment xi
matching the termination criterion F, we know that any future search will terminate at this segment as long as
it is triggered before the next input symbol matching F is encountered. Thus, upon encountering an eligible
target xi, we can simply remember the identity of xi so that when a trigger xj is encountered at a future time
step, the appropriate features can be assigned to the output yj via COPY based on xi. This algorithm is fully
described in (14).
(14) TISL Algorithm for S&C
Input: An underlying form x = x1x2 . . . xn.
Output: A surface form y = y1y2 . . . yn.
Parameters: Feature specifications R, F, C, and G.
a. Initialize a variable t to the value ∅.
b. For each i from 1 to n:
i. If xi matches the feature specification F, set t and yi to be xi.
ii. If xi matches the feature specification R and t matches the feature specification C, then set yi
to be a segment with the features of xi, along with the values of G carried by t.
c. Return y1y2 . . . yn as output.
This algorithm, unlike the naı¨ve algorithm, satisfies the streaming criterion. The variable t records the identity
of the most recent vowel matching the feature specification F. Thus, (14) also satisfies the tier-based strictly
local criterion, with k = 1 and T being the set of vowels matching the feature specification F. This means
that S&C can be represented as a 2-TISL function when the SEARCH is conducted from right to left.
In the case where SEARCH is conducted from left to right (i.e., δ = 1), we simply change the for-loop
in (14b) to read For each i from n to 1. This causes the algorithm to read the input sequence from right to
left instead of from left to right. Functions computed by such algorithms are known as right-to-left tier-based
input strictly local functions (right-TISL).
The TISL algorithm for S&C has the advantage that it is less computationally complex than the naı¨ve
algorithm. Because the naı¨ve algorithm causes the input string to be re-read every time a SEARCH is triggered,
its asymptotic running time is a quadratic function of the length of its inputO(n2). On the other hand, because
the TISL algorithm only reads its input once, its running time is linear in the length of its input O(n). Thus,
the TISL algorithm is a much more efficient implementation of S&C than the naı¨ve algorithm.
6 Variants of Search & Copy
Let us summarize our results so far.
(15) Interim Summary
a. When SEARCH is conducted from right to left, S&C describes processes modeled by 2-TISL
functions.
5 In fact, the naive implementation of S&C resembles the behavior of finite-state transducers which are augmented with
pebbles (Engelfriet & Maneth, 2002; Engelfriet, 2015).
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b. When SEARCH is conducted from left to right, S&C describes processes modeled by right-2-
TISL functions.
Our results from the previous section only apply to individual processes consisting of a single unidirectional
SEARCH rule combined with a single COPY rule. In this section we show that our results do not hold when
these assumptions are violated.
6.1 Bidirectional Search & Copy Bidirectional vowel harmony is a type of vowel harmony in which
donors of a feature are found to the left and to the right of a recipient. An example of bidirectional vowel
harmony occurs in Woleaian (Howard, 1972). In this language, the underspecified vowel A surfaces as
[+HIGH] if there is a [+HIGH] donor to the left and to the right of A. This condition is met in the 1SG
form below, and accordingly, the A surfaces as e. The condition is not met in the 3SG form, however, because
the a to the right of A is [−HIGH].
(16) Bidirectional Vowel Harmony in Woleaian (Howard, 1972)
‘drinking object’
Independent form /u¨lu¨m/ [u¨:l]
1SG /u¨lu¨m-A-ji/ [u¨lu¨mej]
3SG /u¨lu¨m-A-la/ [u¨lu¨mal]
Nevins (2010) proposes the following S&C analysis of the Woleaian bidirectional harmony process.
(17) S&C Analysis of Woleaian Bidirectional Harmony (Nevins, 2010)
a. From A, SEARCH left and right for targets γ1 and γ2 matching the feature specification [±HIGH].
b. From γ1 and γ2, COPY [+HIGH] to A only if both γ1 and γ2 match the specification [+HIGH].
Otherwise, assign A the default value of [−HIGH].
In this analysis, the directionality parameter δ specifies that the SEARCH triggered by A should be conducted
in both directions. When the A is equidistant from two appropriate donors, the COPY step is successful only
if both donors contribute the same feature value to the recipient. Otherwise, the A receives a default surface
form a.
Nevins’s (2010) analysis poses two problems for the subsequential criteria. Firstly, the streaming
condition cannot be satisfied if the value of the recipient’s [±HIGH] feature depends on donors on both sides
of the recipient. As previously mentioned, Gainor et al. (2012) have already shown that bidirectional vowel
harmony processes cannot be modeled as subsequential functions for this reason, though they can be modeled
as weakly deterministic functions.
Secondly, Nevins (2010) is ambiguous in terms of whether the two donors need to be equidistant to the
recipient in order for SEARCH to terminate. If equidistance is required, then SEARCH may fail to find two
suitable targets if none are equidistant to the recipient. Alternatively, SEARCH may terminate early if a target
is found on one side of the input even if no target has yet been found on the other side of the input. In either
case, equidistance violates the finite-stateness condition. Intuitively, this is because enforcing equidistance
requires counting the distance between each potential target and the trigger and comparing the two distances.
Since counting requires the state to take on infinitely many possible values, it is not compatible with finite-
stateness.
6.2 Multiple Harmony Processes in One Language We have shown that individual spreading
processes modeled by unidirectional S&C are TISL. However, since the TISL functions are not closed under
composition (Sakarovitch, 2009; Chandlee et al., 2018), two harmony processes may combine to produce a
non-TISL process when they are applied to an underlying form one after the other.
To illustrate, consider the interaction between backness harmony in Turkish with roundness harmony,
illustrated in (18).
(18) Backness and Roundness Harmony in Turkish
‘stalk’ ‘end’
SG /sap/ [sap] /son/ [son]
PL /sap-lAr/ [sap-lar] /son-lAr/ [son-lar]
GEN /sap-In/ [sap-1n] /son-In/ [son-un]
PL.GEN /sap-lAr-In/ [sap-lar-1n] /son-lAr-In/ [son-lar-un]
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The genitive suffix -In contains an underspecified vowel I bearing the features [◦BACK,−HIGH, ◦ROUND].
In the singular, the I in -In receives its backness and roundness features from the root vowel. In the plural, I
gets its backness feature from the plural suffix and its roundness feature from the root vowel. Any monolithic
implementation of the two harmony processes as a single function must violate the tier-based strict locality
condition. This is because the backness features of I depend on A, so A must be part of the tier set T ;
however, the roudness features of I do not depend on A, so A cannot be part of the tier set T . This is clearly a
contradiction.
7 Conclusion
In analyzing the expressive power of S&C within the framework of subregular phonology, we have
given a TISL implementation of SEARCH and COPY in their unidirectional mode of application. Our
analysis enhances Gainor et al.’s (2012) previous results in two ways. Firstly, our TISL characterization
of S&C is tighter than their subregular characterization, and therefore our analysis consitutes a more precise
hypothesis regarding the range of possible vowel harmony patterns. Secondly, applying our analysis to the
S&C framework rather than to individual vowel harmony processes improves the genrality of Gainor et al.’s
(2012) result, since our analysis implies that vowel harmony patterns not included in Nevins’s (2010) typology
are TISL or right-TISL as long as they can be analyzed within unidirectional S&C.
An interesting corollary of our analysis is the observation that the TISL implementation of S&C is more
computationally efficient than the procedure described by Mailhot & Reiss’s (2007) formulation of S&C.
Although Mailhot & Reiss and others give conceptual arguments for thinking of S&C in those terms, our
observation suggests that searches triggered by targets may not be the most computationally natural way to
implement vowel harmony.
Our work raises the following questions for future inquiry.
1. Can bidirectional harmony processes be analyzed without resorting to non-finite-state means? Does
the bidirectional vowel harmony process of Woleaian require equidistance?
2. Are there formal restrictions on how S&C rules may be combined with one another? Is there a natural
formal description of the class of transformations obtained by composing vowel harmony processes
with one another?
3. How does S&C compare formally to other accounts of vowel harmony, such as simultaneous and
iterated rule-based accounts? Are there length-preserving TISL functions that cannot be analyzed
within S&C?
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